EVEN™
Worktables

EVEN Worktables — “Even” easier than easy
Quality and value in a simple workstation offering.
Need a basic, yet quality workstation for your small office, temporary worker
space, or for those occasionally in the office? EVEN™ Worktables are the
answer! A simple starter workstation with a lean design, EVEN is highly
functional and perfect for collaborative spaces.
EVEN is a dual-sided workstation that can be configured for 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 or
12-person teams and is designed with minimal components. Easy to specify
with starter, adders and preconfigured assemblies, along with a slat wall
divider for added privacy and productivity, EVEN is a great choice when
space and/or resources are limited.

EVEN™
Worktables
EVEN Worktables
Evenly balanced and
proportionate.
1. It takes Two to Tango.

Dual-sided tables are available in 24” or 30”
depth, by 48”, 60” or 72” width. Your choice
of 1” H. TFL in Driftwood (Gray) or Designer
White; or 1-1/8" HPL Laminate work surfaces
All surfaces have precut wire drop feature.

elementary

Simple and basic benching or workstation
system, EVEN is easy to specify, and
uncomplicated to configure.

compatible

“Pair” the EVEN Worktables with a
Valoré® task chair, or add a storage
elements for an even more convenient and
impressive space.

2. Made to Accessorize.
2-PERSON WORKSTATION

Add a Silver Slatwall divider with or
without a privacy panel on top, and
add file/paper/pen holders for added
efficiency. A plug-in surface power
module, undersurface wire management
basket, and pedestal offers plenty of
options to personalize your space.

3. Specifying is a Breeze.

Why get involved with an
overcomplicated system? Simply put,
EVEN Worktables are easy-to-specify
with a starter, adder and preconfigured
assemblies, and makes it easier than easy.

SLATWALL WITH ACOUSTIC PANEL

4. Collaboration goes “Hand in
Hand”.

Whether you need a 2-person or a
12-person workstation, or even more,
EVEN is the perfect workstation choice for
collaborative spaces while still promoting
productivity.

5. Tables that Deliver.

The EVEN Worktables not only deliver
simplicity and versatility, but the price
point, quality and design deliver on overall
value.

4-PERSON WORKSTATION
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